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Welcome
"Hi" I'm Amy & I'm so excited to
offer this free guide to you! 

 Do you know just by reading
this you're ahead of the game?
Yup, that's right. Most people
who "think" about starting a
business don't actually take
"action".

I promise to you that I will give you VALUABLE information in
this guide to the BEST of my knowledge. And I want you to
promise to yourself that you will implement what sounds
exciting & doable to you:)

 Maybe you're nervous, have self doubt, wonder if your
paintings (& or drawings) are good enough to sell. Maybe you
love to paint but the business end of things confuse &
frustrate you. 
 Are you old school "typer" like me? I didn't have computer
class, I had typing class lol! Does "online" scare & overwhelm
you? 
Don't worry. I'm gonna help you get a clearer vision of what
you can accomplish!  
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Is an Online Art Business
Right for You?

Let me ask you some Q's...
 

*Would you like to make $ online as an artist
by selling your artwork?
*Have you struggled in the past to sell your
artwork?
*Have you done in person arts & crafts shows?
*Do you love to create art & want people who
"would love" your work to find you?
*Do you believe the internet holds multiple
opportunities for anyone in business?

Yes = Right

 Did you answer "yes" to 1 or more of these questions? If so then
"yes" an online art business is right for you!

 You can use the online space as a supplement for what you're doing
in person or you can go "all in" online like I do. It's just a matter of
preference:)

 Possibilities... 

Sell a Few
Paintings

A Side
Hustle

Or Even a
Full Time

Gig!
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 I've been creative my whole, life selling my pieces
intermittently throughout the years. In 2018 I went all in
online and consistently sold my artwork. Enough so, I paid
my mortgage & bills every single month with my art sales
alone for 3 consecutive years!!!

 I then switched gears. I created a membership called
Creative Warriors to help other artists gain success online
like I have. I still sell to my art collector base but I put a ton of
energy into coaching & helping my members. 
 Why? Because I'm passionate about helping the struggling
artist. I've been there myself & wish I would have had
someone to help "me" years ago! 

 Guess what, I never went to art school nor do I have a
business degree but I am a determined entrepreneur!! I
wasn't even very "techy" in the beginning & STILL sold
drawings & paintings online. 

 I had to stop taking commission work because my waitlist
timeframe grew to over a year long! *Good problem to have
lol! 

Art Business Guide

I'm Excited to Coach you
through this Process

I've been there, done
that

I'm in the trenches with
you

I have proven strategies that
work!
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Here's Why...
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Start Carving
Your Path

Decisive People - Get More Accomplished

 You'll need to make Lots of decisions to start, run & grow your art
business. Don't get overwhelmed. Discover the possibilities &
implement strategies on your own time. This is "your" journey &
"you" make the decisions!

 Print out this guide or save it to your computer & come back to it
when you need:)

 

If you have the Will & Drive, you Can &
Will reach your Goals & Dreams

5

*Want some extra help & bounce ideas off fellow creatives? Then
join the free group I set up for you Creative Dreams!

 

Ok, let's get crackin' on some
decision making...
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What will you Create for
Sale?

If you know already, excellent! If you're stuck, let's brainstorm...

*What are you already good at creating? _____________________________

*What types of art do you "enjoy" creating? __________________________

*Have people already shown interest in your work? What were
those pieces? __________________________________________________________

*What have you gotten positive feedback on & likes, hearts etc?
_________________________________________________________________________

*Have you already sold some pieces? If so, what were they?
_________________________________________________________________________

Spoiler Alert & Pep Talk; 

 Not everyone will like your work. Not everyone likes mine. I
see a lot of artists struggle with "self-doubt". To help you, let
me ask you this, "Have you liked every single piece of art you
have ever seen"?

 There ARE people who WILL be attracted to your work! I'm
living proof. The key here is "perseverance". Be willing to gain
perseverance & you will gain art collectors!!
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Pick the Category Forms
you will Offer 

 There's numerous forms of selling art you could offer. Here's my top
5 favorite category forms!! Pick 1 or more that will best fit your
creations...

1 COMMISSIONS
 You will offer specific pieces that a customer / collector requests you to
create. *Examples; I have drawn numerous portraits of people & animals
from my art lovers photos. As well as many specific paintings, from photos
they took like sunsets, scenic vacation pics & even their homes.

2 PERSONALIZED 
 Art you create that you can add a personalized touch on, like this unicorn where
I added the child's name. Man Cave, Welcome to the... are more lettering
examples. You can also personalize with painting symbols of their choice like a
heart, star & so on. I'm sure you could think of numerous personalized touches!

3 ORIGINAL ART
 Your own original art creations that you are inspired to paint, draw
or create with another favorite medium of yours. You can get
innovative here because hey - this is YOUR original art:)

4 REPRODUCTIONS
 I personally have recreated numerous pieces of my own
original art. This example of my "Purple Tree" design I have
reproduced & sold 36 times!! Will you offer reproductions?

5 INSTRUCTION
 Do you like to teach? How about having a paint party or
offering art classes?! Teaching online gives you unlimited
space for students. 
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I remember the days of dragging my paintings around
to numerous arts & crafts shows. How about you? 

 
Negotiating with local businesses to display my work

on their walls. 
 

Submitting pieces to shows, fairs, filling out
applications for exhibits in hopes to get in!

 
Trying to connect with gallery owners with my fingers

crossed

These tasks come with paying numerous
vendor, application & processing fees. 

Also; stress, anxiety & exhaustion (for me
anyway).

IN-PERSON MARKETING
& SALES

 Now don't get me wrong... in-person has its perks & it's a personal
choice for you. Like I said previously, you can use this strategy as a
supplement with online selling.

 Be open to the fact, there are many
opportunities online for you as an artist! You
can choose, a la carte, which ways are the
best for you. Which is what this guide is for
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PICK YOUR PRESENTATION
STRUCTURE

There's numerous ways to present your art
online. Here are my favorite ways of structuring

this to make $ that I've done myself...

AUCTIONS Auctions are a great way to make some quick sales if you
have some extra pieces hanging around your studio! I've
whipped up many paintings, that took me under an hr to
paint, & put them on auction. 
 I've listed on E-bay in the past but my favorite is to list in
my own Facebook group. *Facebook has some
restrictions on auctions. I always keep my members
updated with policy changes as I discover them. Just be
sure to check policy first;)

SOLO SHOW  Put on your own show for your artwork! You won't be in
competition with anyone because your pieces are the
only ones in the show!!

 *There's many ways to present this but my favorite is a
Facebook Live sale$
 

More Presentation
Structure Ideas...

1

2
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(Pick your Presentation Structure Continued)

 Gather up your friends & put on a show! I've done
numerous collaborative shows with my creative
friends. The great thing about this is there's power
in numbers. Not only do "I" invite my audience to
attend but they all do the same
 If you're a Creative Warrior you already have a
bunch of friends you could ask!!
 *My favorite way to put on this type of show is in a pop-up Facebook
group.

HOSTED
PARTY

 A hosted party is a great way to get new eyes on
your pieces! I've gained many members to my own
collectors group by doing hosted parties! 
 Ask a friend, family member or customer if they
would like to have an art party. "They" will be the
host / hostess & get a free gift from you. Your
hostess invites all "her" friends to the party!! "You"
show your art pieces for sale:)

My tips for a Hosted Party...
*Have it inside of your group to grow members. If you

don't have a group yet, you can run the party right
inside of the event itself. (This is an event you set up on

Facebook). 

 Want step-by-step help with this? I wrote an entire e-book
just on Hosted Parties!! Grab it HERE for only $10

More Presentation
Structures...

3

4
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(Pick your Presentation Structure Continued)

INSTRUCTIONAL  Teach people step by step how to
create a piece of art! You would charge
per student. 

 I have made money in my own
business by segregating "instruction"
into 2 areas, listed below...

PAINT
PARTY!

 These are fun & easy painting designs, typically "on
season" trends. Your painters are usually beginners
or have no previous painting experience. 
 Have you ever gone to a "Paint Party" or "Sip &
Paint"? It's all about having creative FUN with your
friends:)
 Yes you can do these online! My favorite ways are
*Facebook pop-up group or Zoom!!

ART CLASS  Teach a step by step painting or just a
specific technique like "How to use a Palette
knife". 
 These students typically have painting
experience & want to improve their skill
level. They are focused more on "learning"
rather than just a fun time with friends. 
 Painting designs for a "Class" typically are
more advanced than a "Paint Party".
 My favorite ways to do these online are a
Facebook pop-up group or Zoom:)

Or teach a

Drawing Class

5

6
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Let's
Recap!

YOU can
do it!

This is NOT a Race

This is "Your"
Creative
Journey

 We've talked about;
*"What" you will create for sale.
*What "Category Forms" you will offer.
*What will be your "Presentation
Structure". 
Tip; To gain momentum & success I would suggest to focus on 1 or 2 of the
above. I don't want you to get overwhelmed by doing "all the things". For
example: in the beginning of selling online I focused on Portrait Drawings &
Quick acrylic Paintings. My category forms were Commissions & Original Art.
My Presentation Structure was Auctions & Hosted Parties (shortly after, Solo
Shows). Even though I've done & proven ALL of the strategies I've talked about
in this Guide, I didn't start with all of them at once!
 There's many variables here; how much time do you have? How fast are you at
creating etc. But most of all "What does your gut tell you is right"?
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PRICING
THE QUESTION EVERY ARTIST HAS

 This subject I've found is difficult for many artists. It was for me as well.
SPOILER ALLERT... I'm not going to tell you exactly what dollar amount you
should price your art at. BUT... I'm going to give you some ways of thinking,
that will definitely help you out!

 Right off the bat, there's a couple of factors you need to add into your price.
1. Your cost of materials & 2. Shipping (if you are offering free shipping, you
should add this into the price of your art). 

 First off let's understand something... Art is a "want" not a "need". We are
selling a "luxury" item here (for the most part). We don't need this to survive
like shelter, clothing & food.  

 Does this sound familiar...
  I asked friends & family "what would you pay for a painting like this"? I held up
one of my latest creations. They ALL gave me different answers lol! Some low-
balled, some high-balled, some were in the middle range. Oh my gosh, so
confusing. I felt I still wasn't "clear" on what I should charge.

 Guess what... that was me in the beginning! What I discovered was the
more people I asked the "clearer" my vision got on what I should charge.
BUT I had to understand one thing first... everyone has an opinion. I had to
have tough skin & know that not everyone understands art & the process
that goes into creating a piece. 

 My biggest takeaway was "my" opinion is what matters most. Which it
should for you as well because hey, YOU are the artists & this is YOUR
work! 
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MOST
POPULAR
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(Pricing Continued)

Ways you can Price
your art$

$

Here's 5 ways you could price
your art! Pick what feel right to

you...

#1 PER HOUR
 How much $ realistically do you want to get paid
per hr? How much time does it take you to create
a piece? *This is "my" personal favorite pricing
model that I commonly use. *I'm a fast painter!

#2 PER SIZE
 Many artist use this model to price their work. For example; on
a 16x20" painting the would charge their highest price, 11x14"
their mid price & 8x10" their lowest price. *keep in mind your
customers / collectors will expect this price that you set for
these sizes no matter what you paint for a subject or the time
it takes you to create. 

#3 PER INCH OR LINEAR 
 Some artists charge per square inch or per linear inch. I found
most of these pricings are geared toward higher end fine arts
pieces.
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(Pricing Continued)

#4 PER SUBJECT
 I've used this model many times for my commissions
with portraits whether it was a drawing or painting. In
these example of my work I used charcoal on the
same size paper. But the one with the car was a
much higher price because... I charged per subject
meaning, each person, dog, car etc. 

Lot's of subjects = a much
higher price! $$$

#5 PER STYLE
 When I talk about "style" I'm mostly referring to what styling "technique" you
use to create. But depending on what "you" create & what you will offer for
sale this could vary. For example if you painted on wood, canvas & ceramics

these could be your surface "styles". 
*Here's an example of my work for a "technique" style of pricing...

Loose Brushstrokes , sort
of a comic book feel

Blocking in style, like filling
in blocks of color

Impressionistic Style,
dabbing in strokes

MID-RANGE PRICE

LOWEST PRICE

HIGHEST PRICE
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(Pricing Continued)

Let's Recap
a bit!

I gave you 5 popular ways you could price
your art. I know it's a lot to think about so
take your time & decide what's best for
you to try. 

 If you're a Creative Warrior go ahead &
#Ask your fellow Warriors what they think
of your pricing model & even your specific
pieces if your stuck. 
 *We'll brainstorm with you

 

Not a Creative Warrior yet? Then get on the Waitlist HERE!!

Remember "you"
art the artist &
"you" make the
final decision on

the price!

*TIP: start with a
lower price & raise
it as you gain more

customers &
collectors.

*Another Tip; Experience & Notoriety
can also play a part in pricing.

Especially with higher price points.
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PAYMENT
METHOD

 If you're going to build a business online you need a payment
method. In person arts & craft shows, back in the day, usually ran
on cash or check. Customer picks what she wants, maybe you had a
little cash box, she hands you a bill, you make her change & she's on
her way.

 In todays world, even in person shows, the vendor typically
has an online payment method like Square or Venmo. The
last time I walked around a craft show I noticed the most
popular form was using a Square reader. 

 I have Square myself & used it numerous times for in person
shows & occasionally took a customers credit card info over
the phone using my Square.

There's MANY payment methods available for us to choose from these
days like...

VENMOPayPal
Messenger Pay

 stripe Facebook Pay
Square &

MORE!
Copyright AmyParkerArt.com 2021+



PayPal

*Excellent customer support
*Ability to create invoices
*Built in tracking history
*Ability to create own buttons
*Shipping integration
*Account tier options

*Personal PayPal me link option
*Debit & Credit card options for
your business
*High security protected
*MOST OF ALL: Popular,
Longstanding & Trusted!

Don't understand all this lingo?
No worries

Here's all you need to know for now

18Art Business Guide

(Payment Method Continued)

Amy's Preferred
Payment Method is 

Ok Here's the Scoop

 I've been using PayPal for YEARS & I love this payment method for
numerous reasons;
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What happens next...
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(Payment Method Continued)

*Go to PayPal & set up a Basic business account / this is free!

*When a customer / collector wants to "Purchase" from you
tell them you need their email address.

*Go to PayPal & click on "Invoicing" then "Create Invoice".
Follow prompts & then click send. This will go to their email
to pay you. 

 Yup, it's that simple

*Your customer will get an email to make the purchase & no they
don't need to have a PayPal account to do so! They can use a credit
or debit card. 

*You will get an email saying "You received a Payment"!!

How PayPal
makes $ &

what you will
be Charged

2.9% & .30 cents per USD
transaction
Keep in mind this is the going rate
(as of now 2021). No matter what
online payment method you use,

you will be charged something per
transaction.
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PACK & SHIP

This used
to drive

me crazy

Spending a bunch of money on bubble
wrap & specialty boxes! But there's an

easier way...

Yes you most certainly can do this.
Remember this is YOUR business &
some pieces may require this. But for a
low-cost version on how to "Pack" your
paintings here's what I've found works...

Sandwich your Painting in between 2
Corrugated pieces of Cardboard.

*I never use bubble wrap unless I have a high textured
painting.
*I get large sheets of these for Free at Walmart by the bottle
water section!
*You can also order these from Uline.com but expensive.

Save your toilet paper & paper towel rolls.

*Cut in 1/2 & long way as well. Put these on all 4 sides
of your sandwiched painting & secure with packing
tape. The rolls keep tape from touching your painting &
keeps your sandwich tight.
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Some of my Favorite Shipping Supplies
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(Pack & Ship Continued)

Wrap it like a Present with Postal Paper.

*I buy these rolls at the Family Dollar for, you
guessed it, a dollar! (If you purchase from post
office this will cost MUCH more).

*TIP; Tape all edges & lines that could get
snagged during travel.

*Clear packing tape & a scale.
A scale is a MUST if you are printing your

shipping labels at home. You need to know
the lbs & ounces.

Priority Boxes
*I ship nearly everything "Priority Mail" & you can
get these for FREE at your local post office or
online at USPS.com.
*NOTE: I just told you how to pack a painting with
postal paper & cardboard, in which case I do not
use the priority boxes but I print my labels priority. 
 These boxes are great for smaller paintings or
crafty types of items
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 There's nothing wrong with handwriting out your
collectors address & just bringing your packages
to the post office. 
 
 Once your customer / collector purchases, you
will have their mailing address in your PayPal. 

 NOTE; It's slightly cheaper to print your labels
from online. 

TIP; You can order "sticky" labels for your printer
on Amazon

22Art Business Guide

(Pack & Ship Continued)

Print your Labels from Home
You can print your labels right from home
after your customer makes a purchase
through your PayPal. 
 *I use "Ship Station" which is integrated
with PayPal (as of 2021). 
 
If this is to confusing just do this...

Let's
Recap!
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*Different ways you can price your art.
*YOU make the final decision pricing your art.
*My favorite Payment Method, PayPal.
*I suggested, basic business account for PayPal.
*You just need your collectors email to make an
invoice for them on PayPal.
*Tips on how to Pack & Ship your paintings.
*Sandwich method of packing.
*To ship you can print your labels from home or
handwrite & bring to post office

Let's KeepGoing!!
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RECAP
We've Talked About...

You're doing

GREAT!
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START COLLECTING
COLLECTORS!

This is the name of the game! But I wouldn't be a good art
business coach if I didn't give you this SPOILER ALLERT right

up front...

You don't collect collectors "they" collect you!
& another way to look at it...

"You" don't find them. "They" find you!

So how the heck do we make this
happen?...

*By showing up!
*Explaining who you are & what
you do.
*Building relationships with
people who see & watch you.
*Creating a specific place for your
future customers / collectors to
gather. 

Let's Start the Process!
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USE SOCIAL MEDIA AS A
BUSINESS TOOL

 let's get real. We're playing on our phones a lot! Not just "us" but
our customers & collectors that are out there as well.

 We should be using social media as a business tool because - hey,
it's free! We don't even need a website to build a collector base in
this day & age. 
 If you have one then great, extra bonus, but you don't need one to
start building a following & start selling your art. 

 As I mentioned earlier in this guide, my favorite platform
& where I've found success as an artist thus far is on
Facebook. 

 You're welcome to use my teachings on another social
platform, if you feel comfortable somewhere else. 

 But for now, I'm going to give you some tips, tricks &
strategies for Facebook.
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WHAT
SPACES

SHOULD
YOU

BE IN?
Facebook has different "spaces" & "places" within itself. Here

are the 3 you need to be in...

#1 PERSONAL PROFILE

 Your personal profile is what
everyone has when you sign up for
Facebook. 
 If you don't have one of these, you
can't get the other 2.

 Your profile should be fun, warm &
inviting. This is your space to hang
out, post & interact with your family
& "friends". 

 You can still show what you "do"
here but it's against policy to sell on
your profile.
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MY TOP TIPS FOR YOUR PROFILE
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(Personal Profile Continued)

Make your profile picture a picture of "you" &
"your" face. Not your cat, dog, grandbaby or a
scenic view. People want to know who they're
interacting with & that you're a "real" person!

Make your cover photo a pic of you &
your family or you could put a photo of

your art with "NO" words on it. We
don't want to look salesy.

Use the bio section to explain what
you do & what you're about in a one
liners or briefly. Use emojis to show

this off. (Facebook likes that:)

Who can see your
posts?

Public

Settings > Public
In my opinion, setting your profile to

"public" greatly increases your chances
to grow an audience. 

I know, I know.. I said Facebook doesn't
want you to sell here but there are

discrete ways to build awareness like
Attraction Marketing!!
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(Personal Profile Continued)

When you have a business page, connect it
to your profile in the "about" section. You
can see my work says "fine artist at Amy

Parker Art". 
Amy Parker Art is my Facebook business
page. When someone clicks that, it will go

right to my business page!

Attraction Marketing
on your Profile

In short, Attraction Marketing means... building awareness for what
you do & have to offer without being salesy. 

There's numerous ways to do this & I brainstorm with my Creative
Warriors about it all the time. It's more of a continuous

conversation. But for now, let me give you some examples you
could implement right away on your personal profile...

I'm gonna show you some examples
from my very own members
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 Here's what Linda posted
inside of Creative Warriors!

 & when I stalked her profile
(lol) to see what was
happening she did a great job
with her description & got
Awesome engagement!!
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(Personal Profile Continued - Attraction Marketing)

*Post pics of your work & tell people a little bit about it. 

She explained a little bit
about her process
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(Personal Profile Continued - Attraction Marketing)

*Another Creative Warrior member, Karen, also posted
pictures of her work on her profile. She ended up making
numerous sales from it! (Strategically on the DL. Remember not
to outright "sell" on your profile).

*UPDATE* Karen has been on a
roll & gaining numerous

commission orders

*Going LIVE on your profile so people can see you actually
"creating" is super powerful! Let's see what Madeline did...
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And... check out these #'s!!
(Madeline went Live for 21

min).
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(Personal Profile Continued - Attraction Marketing)

Madeline is a Creative Warrior member & took my advice
during one of our Zoom Brainstorm Sessions. I talked about

how to build awareness on your personal profile without
being salesy. This was Madeline's first live drawing on

camera...

These comments prove she's
building awareness
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What Spaces Should You Be In
(Continued)...

#2 BUSINESS PAGE

 I highly recommend you
setting up a business page. 
 Think of this like a virtual
business card
 *Business pages are
searchable on Google!
 
 Couple things to keep in
mind...
*Business pages are "Public" &
there is no way to change
these settings to "Private". 

 *If in the future you want to
run ads this is where you
would do that. (Not necessary
though).

 *When you start making posts on your business page, Facebook
will try & get you to advertise. You will see things like "Boost this
Post" it's getting more engagement than any of your other posts. 

 Sometimes people get confused here. Yes you can click & boost but
know that it will cost you money & "No" you don't have to.
 Keep in mind this is how Facebook makes $. By businesses running
ads. So of course they want you to boost a post. 
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Amy's Business Page Tips
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(Business Page Continued)

*Don't get confused & overwhelmed with your business page. Like I
said, it's a good idea to have one even if you just "Park it" & come
back to it when you're ready. 
 Just have some basic information on there in case customers
search you

*Cover Photo

 Make your cover photo Fun & Exciting!!
You "can" put words & graphics in here, unlike your profile. Just keep
to a minimum & don't over do it. Canva.com is a great site to use to
make graphics! *If you're a Creative Warrior, there's numerous cover
photo's that are pre-made & ready for you to use!
 *Simplest version: Make your cover photo a picture of one of your
art pieces & put your business name on it
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Use this section to quickly explain what
you do. The about section is what will

pop up on Google if someone searches
for you there. 

 
Anyone who comes to your Facebook
Business page can see quickly what

you're "About". 
 

If they like what they read you could
gain a follower! & another & another

etc
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(Business Page Continued)

*Profile Pic

 Just like your "Personal Profile"
your "Business Page" also has a
"Profile Pic". 
 
In my opinion this pic

should be a picture of "Your Face" because we are "artists" & our
"face" is our "brand".

 In some instances you could use your brand "logo" here instead. 

*About Section

*Don't forget to link your
business page on your Personal
Profile!
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What Spaces Should You Be In
(continued)

#3 Your own Collectors Group.
This is a GOLDEN NUGGET!

 A Collectors Group is basically a
"group" on Facebook. Not one
that you request to join but
rather one that you "create" &
admin yourself! 

 I like to call these, for us artists,
Collectors Groups because this is
where you should "gather" all of
those people who are interested
in your artwork! 

 *Yes, you can just run a "Page" &
not a "Group". It's a personal
choice.

 But, the way the algorithm works on this platform is, people on your
profile will see the "most" of your posts, in a "group" 2nd & lastly,
your business page. 

 *You can actually "sell" inside of your group & or on your "Page"
unlike your "profile".
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(Collectors Group Continued)

What could potentially happen by having
your own Collectors Group? A LOT! Let's put

it into perspective... 

 Here's some staggering stats; At one point I had
1,500 members inside of my group. I've since
cleaned it up. I kept everyone who has purchased
at least 1 piece of my artwork & those who love

my work & actively engage with my posts. 

 Even at my current member count of 774, do you think I could
seriously satisfy the need of everyone who wants a piece of my
"original art"? Custom paintings, portrait drawings & specific
commissions etc? (My collectors are repeat buyers).
 I'm a fast painter but not that fast! So in essence, I literally have an
"Unlimited number" of art collectors!!

What a GREAT problem to have 
and I want that for you as well

Enough art collectors for you to run a side hustle or
even a full time gig!
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TOP TIPS FOR YOUR
COLLECTORS GROUP

*Connect your business page to your group!
When people visit your page they will see your group.
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*Showcase your art in the cover photo!
You could use 1 piece of art or mix it up with

many like I did.

*Make your group "Private" but "Visible"
This is in your group settings.
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(Collectors Group Continued)

*Announcement Post

Post a picture or video at the
"TOP" of your group so your

members can easily find & see it. 
 

Tell them a bit about what you
have to offer & how your group is

run.
 

Thank them for supporting a living
artist!

*Member Spotlight Example

One of our Creative
Warrior members,
Debbie Burton, made

an AMAZING welcome video
inside of her collectors group!
She explained what she has to 

offer for artwork & thanked them for being in her group to support
a living artist (Debbie has sold numerous art pieces in a short

amount of time)!!
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*Your personal profile / Everyone has this who has a
Facebook account.
*Your not allowed to "sell" on your Profile.
*What "Attraction Marketing" is & how you can use this to
your advantage on your Profile!

*Your Business page / Optional but recommended! 
*Business page is searchable on Google.
*Business pages are always "public".
*Ability to run ads in the future from a Business page /
optional.

*Collectors Group / a group You Admin!
*By building awareness you can grow your group & gain
unlimited art collectors!!

Art Business Guide
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What Spaces
Should You Be In

RECAP
We've Talked About...

Take a Deep
Breath

Relax & understand that...
You can't do "all the things - all the time"
but with perseverance, determination &

support, you WILL get there 



If you're a Creative Warrior then ask
questions here in our members only
group

Art Business Guide
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WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR
QUESTIONS

*People who ask lot's of questions discover more &
grow their businesses faster

*The only dumb question is the one you don't
ask. Don't be afraid. You can do it!

If you're not a Creative
Warrior yet, ask your
questions here in the
free group I set up for
you Creative Dreams

*You can always email me at; amyparkerart603@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/groups/apacreativedreams
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Final Thoughts
 I hope you loved this guide as much as I did
writing it for you! 

 Even though we've only touched the tip of the
iceberg here, you can STILL accomplish Great
things with the info!!

Working from home can get a bit lonely if you
don't have a supportive community.

I always want you to be supported

Follow my business page on Facebook
Amy Parker Art right HERE.

I pop on a LIVE often to hang out with
everyone. 

 I'd love for you to be a part of that!

*We do fun things like painting tutorials &
business tips & advice.

You got this

See ya soon!

Amy P
arke

r

x0x0

https://www.facebook.com/amyparkerartist

